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In this invention, a whole-chip ESD protection scheme with the SCR string or the SCR/diode-mixed string are proposed to protect the mixed-voltage CMOS IC’s against the ESD damage. The SCR string or the SCR/diode-mixed string is placed between the separated power lines. The ESD current is arranged to be discharged through the SCR string or the SCR/diode-mixed string and the ESD clamps between the power lines. Therefore, the internal circuits and the interface circuits between the circuits with different power supplies can be prevented from ESD damages. The number of the SCR’s or the diodes in the SCR string or the SCR/diode-mixed string connected between the different power supplies is dependent on the voltage difference between the different power supplies in the mixed-voltage CMOS IC’s. When the IC is in the normal operating conditions, both SCR string or the SCR/diode-mixed string between the different power lines is kept off to maintain the independence of the power supplies in the mixed-voltage CMOS IC.
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FIG. 16
ESD PROTECTION SCHEME FOR MIXED-VOLTAGE CMOS INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This invention is related to a filed U.S. Patent application entitled “Cascade LVTSICR and ESD protection circuit” assigned to same assignee with the same inventor as the present application and incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to an ESD (electrostatic discharge) protection circuit, and more specifically, to an ESD protection scheme for mixed-voltage CMOS integrated circuits.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

As more circuits and functions are integrated into a single chip, a chip often has more power pins to supply the sufficient current for circuit operations. For different applications, the voltage levels of the high-voltage sources VDD or VCC of the IC’s are different. For example, the VDD in the typical 0.35-um CMOS technology with the gate-oxide thickness of 70 angstroms has been scaled down to 3.3V. However, the IC’s with the gate-oxide thickness of 140 angstroms can be operated with a voltage of 5V. Therefore, the IC’s in the system application may have the different power supplies with different voltage levels. Such IC’s have been called as the mixed-voltage IC’s.

Due to the difference of the voltage levels, the power lines and power pins in the IC’s have to be separated. However, such a CMOS IC with separated power pins and separated power lines in the chip has been reported that the interface circuits are more sensitive to ESD (electrostatic discharge) damages, even if there are suitable ESD protection circuits placed around the input and output pads of the IC. The details are disclosed in the following references.


ESD stress may happen across any two pins of a CMOS IC. The ESD current may enter into the IC through an input or an output pin, and then go out the IC from another input or output pin. So, in the ESD testing standard, the pin-to-pin ESD stress has been specified as an ESD testing condition. The reference below introducing the ESD testing standard can be referenced.

the VDDL power line can be also discharged through the ESD cell 16b between the VSSH and VSSL power lines. Finally, the ESD current is discharged through the ESD cells 16a and 16b through the input pad 10 to ground. Thus the interface circuits 14 can be protected against ESD damages.

From aforementioned ESD protection scheme, the ESD cell between the VDDH and VDDL has to provide the bi-directional current paths to bypass the ESD current from VDDH to VDDL and the ESD current from VDDL to VDDH in the ESD stress conditions. But such ESD cell also has to block the VDDH and VDDL power supplies due to the different voltage levels when the IC is in the normal operating conditions. Some prior arts had been designed by using the series diodes to connect the separated power lines in a CMOS IC, like the references listed below.


One typical design of such prior arts is shown in FIG. 4, where a plurality of diodes are connected from the VDDH to the VDDL of the CMOS IC. For a CMOS IC with a 5V VDH and a 3V VDDL, four diodes 20a, 20b, 20c, and 20d have to be placed in the diode string to block the voltage difference between the VDDH and VDDL power lines. A diode 22a is also used to connect the separated power lines from the 3V VDDH to the 5V VDDH. Both the VSSH and VSSL are grounded when the IC is in the normal operating conditions. The ESD cell to connect the separated VSSH and VSSL power lines is also realized by the two diodes 24a and 26a in a back-to-back connection.

The diode string in FIG. 4 can be replaced by the NMOS string to connect the separated power lines of the CMOS IC. A prior art of such design is shown in FIG. 5 with four NMOS transistors Mn2a, Mn2b, Mn2c, Mn2d. The diodes can also be replaced by the PMOS Mp2a, Mp2b, Mp2c, Mp2d to perform the same function, as shown in FIG. 6. The number of the diode-connection NMOS or PMOS between the VDDH and VDDL power lines is dependent on the voltage difference between the VDDH and VDDL.

Another design to overcome such ESD issue is shown in FIG. 7, where a PMOS Mp1 with its parasitic drain-to-bulk diode Dp1 is used to connect the VDDH and VDDL power lines of the CMOS IC. In FIG. 8, the field-oxide device 28, or thick-oxide device as called, is used to connect the VDDH and VDDL, as illustrated in the above identified reference [8]. The similar designs by using the diodes, MOS’s, BJT’s, or field-oxide devices (FOD’s) to connect the separated power lines in a CMOS IC is also reported in several US patents and papers as follows.


To protect the CMOS IC’s against the ESD stresses, the ESD protection circuits are generally added to the input and output pins. To overcome the ESD damages caused by the VDD-to-VSS ESD stress, the ESD clamp device has been added between the VDD and VSS power lines of the IC products. But, to effectively protect the mixed-voltage CMOS IC with separated power lines, some suitable ESD cells have to be placed between the separated power lines of the mixed-voltage CMOS IC to avoid the ESD damage locating at the interface circuits between the circuits supplied by different power lines.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention proposes an electrostatic discharge protection circuit. The electrostatic discharge protection circuit includes a first voltage source, a second voltage source, and one or more first SCR’s (silicon controlled rectifiers). The first SCR’s are coupled in series by coupling a cathode of one of the first SCR’s to an anode of the first SCR’s. A first anode of the first SCR is coupled to the first voltage source and a last cathode of the first SCR is coupled to the second voltage source. Each of the first SCR’s has an anode coupled with a control gate for NSCR’s (NMOS-triggering SCR’s), and has a cathode coupled with a control gate for PSCR’s (PMOS-triggering SCR’s).

The electrostatic discharge protection circuit can further includes one or more diodes coupled in parallel with the first SCR’s. The diodes are coupled in series with a first n-junction of the diodes being coupled to the second voltage source and a last n-junction of the diodes being coupled to the first voltage source. Alternatively with the diodes, the electrostatic discharge protection circuit can includes one or more second SCR’s coupled in parallel with the first SCR’s. The second SCR’s are coupled in series by coupling a cathode of one of the second SCR’s to an anode of the second SCR’s. A first anode of the second SCR is coupled to the second voltage source and a last cathode of the second SCR is coupled to the first voltage source. Each of the second SCR’s has an anode coupled with a control gate for the NSCR, and has a cathode coupled with a control gate for the PSCR’s.

In the preferred embodiments, the first and second SCR’s can be LVSCR’s (low-voltage triggering SCR’s) for the circuit design in the present invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing aspects and many of the attendant advantages of this invention will become more readily appreciated and better understood by referring to the following detailed
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

The present invention provides a whole-chip ESD protection scheme employing a SCR string or a SCR/diode-mixed string to protect the mixed-voltage CMOS IC's against the ESD damage. The SCR string or the SCR/diode-mixed string are placed between the separated power lines. The pin-to-pin ESD stress can be dissipated through the SCR string or the SCR/diode-mixed string and the ESD clamp devices between the power lines. Therefore, the internal circuits and the interface circuits between the circuits with different power supplies can be protected from the ESD damages.

A SCR (silicon controlled rectifier) device in the CMOS processes has a holding voltage as low as about 1V. Due to the low holding voltage, the SCR device has a lower power dissipation during the ESD stress than other ESD protection devices, such as diode, MOS, BJT, or FOD in CMOS technologies. Therefore, the SCR device can sustain a much higher ESD level within smaller layout area in the CMOS IC's. The SCR devices have been used as the main ESD clamp devices in several input ESD protection circuits. The SCR device often has a higher trigger voltage of about 30V in the submicron CMOS technology, which is generally greater than the gate-oxide breakdown voltage of about 20V of the input stages. Therefore, the SCR device needs a secondary protection circuit to perform the overall ESD protection function. In order to effectively protect the output buffer by using the SCR device, the LVTSRCR (low-voltage triggering SCR) device has been invented to lower the trigger voltage of the SCR device, as disclosed in the following works.


The LVTSRCR device for on-chip ESD protection with excellent ESD protection efficiency had been well studied and designed in many papers or patents listed below.


In the previous design of using SCR or LVTSOR devices, the SCR or LVTSOR devices are only placed from the input or output pads to the VSS (or even VDD) power lines to perform the ESD protection for the input stages or output buffers around the input or output pads.

In this invention, the SCR string is first used to protect the interface circuits of the mixed-voltage CMOS IC’s with separated power pins. The SCR string is located between the separated power lines to perform the real whole-chip ESD protection.

Turning to FIG. 9, an ESD protection circuit 31a between independent power supplies of the present invention is illustrated. The ESD protection circuit 31a includes a first voltage source VDDH, a second voltage source VDDL, and a first SCR string 31a1 including one or more SCR’s (silicon controlled rectifiers), like NSCR1a, and NSCR1b, to NSCR1n. In the preferred embodiments, LVTSOR’s (low-voltage triggering SCR’s) are utilized as indicated in the FIG. The first SCR string 31a1 has NSCR1a, and NSCR1b, to NSCR1n which are connected in series by coupling a cathode of one of the SCR’s to an anode of next one of the SCR’s. A first anode of the SCR’s, namely the anode of NSCR1a, is coupled to the first voltage source VDDH. A last cathode of the SCR’s, namely the cathode of NSCR1n, is coupled to the second voltage source VDDL. For SCR’s (NMOS-triggered SCR’s) like NSCR1a and NSCR1b to NSCR1n illustrated in the FIG, each of the SCR’s has an anode coupled with a control gate. However, if the PSCR’s (PMOS-triggered SCR’s) are used alternatively, each of the SCR’s has a cathode coupled with a control gate, which will be illustrated later. The first SCR string 31a1 provides an ESD current bypassing path from the first voltage source VDDH to the second voltage source VDDL.

In the case of providing VDDH as the first voltage source and VDDL as the second voltage source, the first voltage source VDDH and the second voltage source VDDL are high-state or positive-state voltage sources of a mixed-voltage circuit. The first voltage source VDDH has a higher voltage than the second voltage source VDDL. Since the holding voltage of the NSCR is about 1V, the number of the NSCR’s in the SCR string between the VDDH and VDDL is dependent on the voltage difference between VDDH and VDDL. As an illustrative example, VDDH can be 5V and VDDL can be about 3V, thus, three NSCR’s in the SCR string in the example can fully block the current between VDDH and VDDL in normal operating conditions. The independence of the power supplies under normal operating conditions can be maintained.

For providing an ESD current bypassing path in another direction from the second voltage source VDDL to the first voltage source VDDH, the electrostatic discharge protection circuit can further includes a second string 31a2 which has one or more diode coupled in parallel with the first SCR string 31a1. In the case, since the second voltage source VDDL is maintained at a lower voltage than the first voltage source VDDH, one diode Dn2a is sufficient to block VDDH and VDDL in normal operating conditions. But if circuit is designed to have the circuit (1) (40) power-off and operate solely the circuit (1) (42), such as a partial power-off (circuit I off) mode in a green or a power saving design, more diodes are needed in the second string 31a2. The diodes are connected in series, wherein a first p-junction of the at least one diode is coupled to the second voltage source VDDL and a last n-junction of the at least on diode is coupled to the first voltage source VDDH.

Under the normal operating conditions of the CMOS IC, the SCR string of three NSCR’s (NSCR1a, NSCR1b, and NSCR1n) and the diode Dn2a can fully block the current between VDDH and VDDL to maintain the independence of the individual power supplies. In the ESD stress conditions, the three NSCR’s and the diode Dn2a can provide the ESD current discharging paths between VDDH and VDDL.

In the same way, another ESD protection circuit 33a with similar construction is placed between VSSH and VSSL, as shown in FIG. 9. The ESD protection circuit 33a has a first string 33a1 and a second string 33a2. In the case, VSSH is provided as the first voltage source and VSSL is provided as the second voltage source. The first voltage source VSSH and the second voltage source VSSL can be low-state or zero-state voltage sources of a mixed-voltage circuit. The ESD protection circuit is designed with the same construction with the first string 33a1 of SCR’s and the parallel connected second string 33a2 of diode or diodes. The first SCR string 33a1 includes one or more NSCR’s (NSCR2a and NSCR2b to NSCR2n), wherein the number of SCR devices is dependent on the voltage difference needed between VSSH and VSSL to block the path at normal operating conditions, as illustrated above.

Referring to FIG. 10, a cross-sectional view of the SCR string using NSCR’s is shown. As shown in the figure, each of the MOS-triggered silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) is consisting of a lateral SCR with an inserted triggering MOS (metal oxide semiconductor) transistor. It is shown that the SCR devices employed are constructed without employing a bipolar junction transistor and a resistor. The cathode 34a of the NSCR1a is merged into the anode 34b of the next NSCR1b, whereas the cathode 34c of the NSCR1b is merged into the anode 34d of the next NSCR1n, by respectively sharing a common N-well. The layout area of the SCR string with the SCR’s can be saved by this merged design.

The second string 31a2 and 33a2 of Dn2a and Dn4a in FIG. 9 can be respectively replaced by SCR devices NSCR2a and NSCR4a, as shown in FIG. 11. In the preferred embodiments, LVTSOR’s (low-voltage triggering SCR’s) are utilized in the same way. The first string 31b and 33b1 remains unchanged. One or more SCR devices like NSCR2a and NSCR4a are utilized respectively as the second string 31b2 and 33b2 to couple in parallel with the first string 31b1 and 33b1. The SCR’s in the second string 31b2 and 33b2, when employed with multiple SCR’s in one string, is coupled in the same way as the SCR devices in the first string 31b1 and 33b1. But a first anode of the SCR’s in the second string 31b2 or 33b2 is coupled to the second voltage source and a last cathode of the SCR’s is coupled to the first voltage source.

In the ESD protection circuit 31b, NSCR2a provides an ESD current bypassing path in an opposite direction with that provided by the first string 31b1, namely in the direction from the second voltage source VDDH to the first voltage source VDDH. The effect of NSCR4a in the ESD protection circuit 33a is similar for providing current bypassing path in an opposite direction from VSSH to VSSL. Thus the ESD protection circuit 31b and 33b in FIG. 11 are realized all by the NMOS-triggered SCR devices.

When the IC is in the normal operating conditions with the power supplies, VDDH and VDDL have different voltage levels to supply the circuit operations in the mixed-
voltage CMOS IC. Because the total holding voltage of NSCR’s (NSCR1a, and NSCR1b, to NSCR1n) in the SCR string connected from VDDH to VDDL is greater than the voltage difference between VDDH and VDDL, the NSCR’s in the SCR string are essentially kept off. The SCR device can be kept in the turn-on state only if the supply voltage across the SCR device is greater than its holding voltage, such as the condition under ESD stress. Therefore, the ESD current can be discharged through the ESD protection circuit 31b and 33b without causing ESD damages located at the interface circuits 44 of the mixed-voltage CMOS IC.

OTHER EMBODIMENTS OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

To provide the ESD current discharging paths between the separated power lines, other implementations of the concept of the present invention are shown in FIG. 12 through FIG. 20.

Referring to FIG. 12, the first string 31c1 in the ESD protection circuit 31c for the high-state voltage supplies VDDH and VDDL can be implemented by SCR or SCR’s with one or more diodes added. In the case, a NMOS-triggered SCR NSCR1a and a diode string of diodes (D1b, and D1c to D1n) are used. The diodes are coupled in series between the second voltage source VDDL and the last cathode of the SCR, namely the cathode of NSCR1a. The first p-junction, namely p-junction of diode D1a, is coupled to the last cathode and a last n-junction, namely n-junction of diode D1n, is coupled to the second source voltage. The first string 33c1 in the ESD protection circuit 33c for the low-state voltage supplies VSSH and VSSL can be implemented in the same way with SCR or SCR’s and one or more diodes added, as shown in FIG. The number of SCR’s and diodes used in one string is dependent on the voltage difference and the device characteristics. Thus, a great variety of constructions can be used. The device structures for the NSCR1a with the diode string which acts as the first string 31c1 and 33c1 is shown in FIG. 13.

Besides, the diode string can be coupled in series between the first voltage source and the first anode. The diodes are coupled in series with a first p-junction coupled to the first voltage source and a last n-junction coupled to the first anode.

Alternatively, the diodes in the first string 31c1 and 33c1 can be modified to be coupled between the SCR’s, as the first string 31d1 and 33d1 shown in FIG. 14. The diodes (D1a, and D1b, to D1n) are coupled by connecting each p-junction to a cathode of a previous SCR and connecting each n-junction to an anode of a next SCR. The diodes (D3a, and D3b, to D3n) for the low-state voltage supplies are coupled in the same way.

The NSCR’s of the ESD protection circuits 31b and 33b in FIG. 11 can be replaced with PSCR’s, as shown in FIG. 15. For PMOS-triggered SCR’s in the ESD protection circuits 31a and 33a, each PSCR’s has a cathode coupled with a control gate, under the different device characteristics of PSCR’s and NSCR’s. The function of blocking path at normal operating conditions and providing current bypassing path under ESD stress is performed in the same way. The merged device structures for the PSCR’s including PSCR1a, and PSCR1b, to PSCR1n is illustrated in FIG. 16. The cathode of PSCR1a is merged into the anode of PSCR1b, and so on.

For ESD protection circuit with PSCR, the diodes can be added in similar with above-illustrated construction for NSCR’s in FIG. 12. Tuming to FIG. 17, the diodes D1b, and D1c, to D1n are added between the last cathode and the second voltage source VDDL in the first string 31f1, so as the first string 33f1. A diode Dn2a is used as the second string 31f2 and another diode Dn4a is used as the second string 33f2. The device structures of the PSCR1a with the diode string are shown in FIG. 18. In FIG. 19, the diodes (D1o, and D1b, to D1n) are inserted between every two PSCR’s to form the first string 31g1. The first string 33g1 for the low-state power supplies is implemented in the same way.

Turning to FIG. 9, to perform the whole-chip ESD protection scheme for the mixed-voltage CMOS IC, the ESD clamps 40e and 42e have to be placed between VDDH and VSSH and between VDDH and VDDL. The ESD clamps 40e and 42e provide the ESD current discharging paths both from VDDH to VSSSH and from VDDH to VSSL power lines, as shown in FIG. 30 and FIG. 31. The SCR string of the present invention can be also used to realize the ESD clamps between VDDH to VSSSH and VDDH to VSSL power lines. The application examples are shown in FIG. 20a through FIG. 20c. Since the SCR string or the SCR/diode-mixed string can be used to block the VDDH and VDDL of different power supplies, they can be also used as the ESD clamps from the VDDH to VSSSH and VDDH to VSSL as well.

A whole-chip ESD protection scheme with the SCR string or the SCR/diode-mixed string are proposed to protect the mixed-voltage CMOS IC’s with separated power lines against the ESD damage located at the interface circuits. The SCR string or the SCR/diode-mixed string are placed between the separated power lines of the mixed-voltage CMOS IC to provide the ESD current discharging paths between the separated power lines. The ESD current is arranged to be discharged through the SCR string of the SCR/diode-mixed string and the ESD clamps between the separated power lines. Therefore, the internal circuits and the interface circuits between the circuits with different power supplies can be away from the ESD damages.

As is understood by a person skilled in the art, the foregoing descriptions of the preferred embodiment of the present invention is an illustration of the present invention rather than a limitation thereon. It is intended to cover various modifications and similar arrangements included within the spirit and scope of the appended claims. The scope of the claims should be accorded to the broadest interpretation so as to encompass all such modifications and similar structures. While the preferred embodiment of the invention has been illustrated and described, it will be appreciated that various changes can be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.

What is claimed is:

1. An electrostatic discharge protection circuit comprising:
a first voltage source;
a second voltage source; and
at least one first SCR (silicon controlled rectifier) consisting of a lateral first SCR with an inserted first triggering MOS (metal oxide semiconductor) transistor, said at least one first SCR coupled in series by coupling a cathode of one of said at least one first SCR to an anode of next one of said at least one first SCR, a first anode of said at least one first SCR being coupled to said first voltage source and a last cathode of said at least one first SCR being coupled to said second voltage source, each of said at least one first SCR having an anode coupled with a control gate for
11. NSCR's (NMOS-triggering SCR's), and having a cathode coupled with a control gate for PSCR's (PMOS-triggering SCR's).

2. The electrostatic discharge protection circuit of claim 1 further comprises at least one diode coupled in parallel with said at least one first SCR, said at least one diode being coupled in series, a first p-junction of said at least one diode being coupled to said second voltage source and a last n-junction of said at least one diode being coupled to said first voltage source.

3. The electrostatic discharge protection circuit of claim 1 further comprises at least one diode coupled between said at least one first SCR, each of said at least one diode being coupled by connecting a p-junction to a cathode of a previous SCR and connecting a n-junction to an anode of a next SCR.

4. The electrostatic discharge protection circuit of claim 1 further comprises at least one diode coupled in series between said second voltage source and said last cathode, said at least one diode being coupled in series, a first p-junction of said at least one diode being coupled to said last cathode and a last n-junction of said at least one diode being coupled to said second voltage source.

5. The electrostatic discharge protection circuit of claim 1 further comprises at least one diode coupled in series between said first voltage source and said first anode, said at least one diode being coupled in series, a first p-junction of said at least one diode being coupled to said first voltage source and a last n-junction of said at least one diode being coupled to said first anode.

6. The electrostatic discharge protection circuit of claim 1, wherein said first SCR is a LVTSRC (low-voltage triggering SCR) being constructed without employing a bipolar junction transistor and a resistor.

7. The electrostatic discharge protection circuit of claim 1, wherein said first voltage source and said second voltage source are two low-state voltage sources of a mixed-voltage circuit having high-state voltage sources and said low-state voltage sources.

8. The electrostatic discharge protection circuit of claim 7, wherein said mixed-voltage circuit has an electrostatic discharge clamp between said high-state voltage sources and said low-state voltage sources.

9. The electrostatic discharge protection circuit of claim 1 further comprises at least one second SCR coupled in parallel with said at least one first SCR, said second SCR (silicon controlled rectifier) consisting of a second lateral SCR with an inserted second triggering MOS (metal oxide semiconductor) transistor, said at least one second SCR coupled in series by connecting a cathode of one of said at least one second SCR to an anode of next one of said at least one second SCR, a first anode of said at least one second SCR being coupled to said second voltage source and a last cathode of said at least one second SCR being coupled to said first voltage source, each of said at least one second SCR having an anode coupled with a control gate for said NSCR's, and having a cathode coupled with a control gate for said PSCR's.

10. The electrostatic discharge protection circuit of claim 9, wherein said second SCR is a LVTSRC (low-voltage triggering SCR) being constructed without employing a bipolar junction transistor and a resistor.

11. The electrostatic discharge protection circuit of claim 1, wherein said first voltage source and said second voltage source are two high-state voltage sources of a mixed-voltage circuit having said high-state voltage sources and low-state voltage sources, said first voltage source having a higher voltage than said second voltage source.

12. The electrostatic discharge protection circuit of claim 11, wherein said mixed-voltage circuit has an electrostatic discharge clamp between said high-state voltage sources and said low-state voltage sources.

13. An electrostatic discharge protection circuit comprising:

   a) a first voltage source;
   b) a second voltage source;

   at least one first SCR (silicon controlled rectifier) consisting of a lateral first SCR with an inserted first triggering MOS (metal oxide semiconductor) transistor without employing a bipolar junction transistor and a resistor, said at least one first SCR coupled in series by coupling a cathode of one of said at least one first SCR to an anode of next one of said at least one first SCR, a first anode of said at least one first SCR being coupled to said first voltage source and a last cathode of said at least one first SCR being coupled to said second voltage source, each of said at least one first SCR having an anode coupled with a control gate for NSCR's (NMOS-triggering SCR's), and having a cathode coupled with a control gate for PSCR's (PMOS-triggering SCR's); and

   at least one parallel diode coupled in parallel with said at least one first SCR, said at least one parallel diode being coupled in series, a first p-junction of said at least one parallel diode being coupled to said second voltage source and a last n-junction of said at least one parallel diode being coupled to said first voltage source.

14. The electrostatic discharge protection circuit of claim 13 further comprises at least one diode coupled between said at least one first SCR, each of said at least one diode being coupled by connecting a p-junction to a cathode of a previous SCR and connecting a n-junction to an anode of a next SCR.

15. The electrostatic discharge protection circuit of claim 13 further comprises at least one diode coupled in series between said second voltage source and said last cathode, said at least one diode being coupled in series, a first p-junction of said at least one diode being coupled to said second voltage source.

16. The electrostatic discharge protection circuit of claim 13 further comprises at least one diode coupled in series between said first voltage source and said first anode, said at least one diode being coupled in series, a first p-junction of said at least one diode being coupled to said first voltage source and a last n-junction of said at least one diode being coupled to said first anode.

17. The electrostatic discharge protection circuit of claim 13, wherein said first voltage source and said second voltage source are two high-state voltage sources of a mixed-voltage circuit having said high-state voltage sources and low-state voltage sources, said first voltage source having a higher voltage than said second voltage source.

18. The electrostatic discharge protection circuit of claim 13, wherein said mixed-voltage circuit has an electrostatic discharge clamp between said high-state voltage sources and said low-state voltage sources.

19. The electrostatic discharge protection circuit of claim 13, wherein said first voltage source and said second voltage source are two low-state voltage sources of a mixed-voltage circuit having high-state voltage sources and said low-state voltage sources.

20. The electrostatic discharge protection circuit of claim 19, wherein said mixed-voltage circuit has an electrostatic discharge clamp between said high-state voltage sources and said low-state voltage sources.
21. An electrostatic discharge protection circuit comprising:

a first voltage source;

a second voltage source, wherein said first voltage source and said second voltage source are two high-state voltage sources of a mixed-voltage circuit having said high-state voltage sources and low-state voltage sources, said first voltage source having a higher voltage than said second voltage source;

at least one first SCR (silicon controlled rectifier) consisting of a lateral first SCR with an inserted first triggering MOS (metal oxide semiconductor) transistor without employing a bipolar junction transistor and a resistor, said at least one first SCR coupled in series by coupling a cathode of one of said at least one first SCR to an anode of next one of said at least one first SCR, a first anode of said at least one first SCR being coupled to said first voltage source and a last cathode of said at least one first SCR being coupled to said second voltage source, each of said at least one first SCR having an anode coupled with a control gate for NSCR's (NMOS-triggering SCR's), and having a cathode coupled with a control gate for PSCR's (PMOS-triggering SCR's);

at least one parallel diode coupled in parallel with said at least one first SCR, said at least one parallel diode being coupled in series, a first p-junction of said at least one parallel diode being coupled to said second voltage source and a last n-junction of said at least one parallel diode being coupled to said first voltage source; and

an electrostatic discharge clamp between said high-state voltage sources and said low-state voltage sources.

22. The electrostatic discharge protection circuit of claim 21 further comprises at least one diode coupled between said at least one first SCR, each of said at least one diode being coupled by connecting a p-junction to a cathode of a previous SCR and connecting a n-junction to an anode of a next SCR.

23. The electrostatic discharge protection circuit of claim 21 further comprises at least one diode coupled in series between said second voltage source and said last cathode, said at least one diode being coupled to said last cathode and a last n-junction of said at least one diode being coupled to said second voltage source.

24. The electrostatic discharge protection circuit of claim 21 further comprises at least one diode coupled in series between said first voltage source and said first anode, said at least one diode being coupled in series, a first p-junction of said at least one diode being coupled to said first voltage source and a last n-junction of said at least one diode being coupled to said first anode.

* * * * *